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WINEO DRYBACK HERRINGBONE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 

These installation guidelines describe the detailed method of the herringbone pattern of 

Wineo Dryback flooring.  Herringbone pattern is aligned parallel to the wall and centered 

in the room. 

General installation instructions, such as acclimatization, subfloor preparation, etc. for 

the respective products are deliberately not provided. In addition, please download the 

general installation instructions for your Wineo Dryback product to be installed from our 

homepage. 

Subfloor: 

The subfloor should be given special consideration for a design installation. Particular 

attention should be paid to the subfloor evenness, as this can have a negative influence 

on the installation pattern. A subfloor that is not leveled according to (DIN 18202, Table 

3, line 4) increased requirements, can result in gaps and pattern offsets. 

Preparation: 

To be able to lay a herringbone pattern perfectly in the room, we recommend measuring 

and drawing five guidelines to be able to align and lay the first bridge to it. 

To do this, we first determine the center of the room in the direction of installation of the 

pattern to be laid. This is marked with a chalk line to ensure an exactly straight line 

through the room. 

Since the center of the herringbone does not run through the 

corner of a plank, the displacement dimension (V) and the 

deck width (D) must now be determined. 

  

Displacement dimension: V = a * 1.414 / 4        

Deck width: D = b / 1.414 

Example plank:   

V=(plank width a) * 1.414 /4   

= 80mm * 1,414 / 4 = 28,28mm 

D=(plank length b) / 1,414  

= 480mm / 1,414 = 339,46mm 

Mark the two dimensions according to the 

drawing and mark them again with the help 

of a chalk line. 
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Now you need a square elastic flooring tile 

(this must be exact) as a laying aid to be able 

to lay the planks easily. This is placed with the 

opposite tips on one of the two displacement 

dimension lines and temporarily fixed using 

double-sided adhesive tape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation:  

Apply the adhesive according to the 

processing instructions starting from the 

auxiliary square. The planks are laid 

alternately starting at the auxiliary square and 

with the tips along the auxiliary lines tightly, 

butt-jointed and tension-free. See picture  

At the end of the row, the ends are trimmed 

according to the edge distance. 

The auxiliary square is now removed and the 

area also filled as described. The adhesive in 

the remaining triangles is removed with a 

hand scraper. 

Do not forget to roll!!! 
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When the first bridge is in place 

and checked for straightness, you 

can now start filling the areas on 

the right and left. 

To do this, draw the cover widths 

again and fill the area from 

bottom to top and top to bottom 

alternately. See picture.  

Roll on after each row! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the variants at 45° to the wall, the five auxiliary 

lines are drawn at the start from a corner at 45°. See 

picture. 
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If you want to lay a variant with a border, 

this is marked before laying and recessed 

with adhesive. After laying the herringbone, 

the surface is shortened along the border 

line by means of a straight edge and then 

the edge is filled with the desired border 

planks. 

Do not forget to roll the planks here as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


